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LOCALLY AFFINE RING EXTENSIONS

OF A  NOETHERIAN  DOMAIN

WILLIAM HEINZER1

Abstract. If A cz R are integral domains with A noetherian, it is

shown that if R is contained in an affine ring over A and if for each

maximal ideal P of A with S=A\P, Rs is an affine ring over AP, then

R itself is affine over A.

If A <= R are (commutative) integral domains and if for each prime ideal

P of A with S=A\P, Rs is a finitely generated ring extension of AP, then

we say that R is locally affine over A. If for each prime P of A, Rs is a poly-

nomial ring over AP, then R is said to be locally a polynomial ring over A.

Even for A=Z, the ring of integers, it can happen that A* is locally affine

over A (and even locally polynomial over A), but yet R is not finitely

generated over A. Eakin and Silver in [1] give the following example. Let

{Pi}iiy be the set of prime integers in Z and let X be an indeterminate.

Then R=Z[{X¡pt)f=1] is locally a polynomial ring in one variable over Z,

but R is not finitely generated over Z. The question thus naturally arises of

what additional conditions on R, locally affine over A, will imply that R is

finitely generated over A. Eakin and Silver [1] consider the question of

whether R locally a polynomial ring over A and contained in an affine

ring over A imply R is finitely generated over A. They prove this to be the

case when A is a Krull domain, when A is a pseudo-geometric domain, or

when A is a 1-dimensional noetherian domain, and raise the question of

whether in general R locally polynomial over a noetherian domain A and

contained in an affine ring over A imply R is an affine ring over A. That the

answer is yes is a consequence of the following.

Theorem. Let A<=R be integral domains with A noetherian and R

locally affine over A. If R is contained in an affine ring over R, then R itself

is affine over A.
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In proving this, our main theorem, we will make use of some properties

of the representation of a noetherian integral domain D in the form

D=Da {Dp \PX is an associated prime of a principal ideal of D}. In general,

if {Vx} is a collection of integral domains with quotient field K, then {Vx}

is said to have finite character if each nonzero element of AT is a unit in all

but finitely many of the Vx. If D=Ç\X Va also has quotient field A and {Va}

has finite character, then the representation D= H« Va is said to be locally

finite [3, p. 76]. Note that D = f)x Vx is locally finite if and only if each

nonzero element of D is a unit in all but finitely many of the Va. For an

arbitrary integral domain D, it is well known that if {T^} is a collection of

prime ideals of D such that each associated prime of a principal ideal of D

is contained in some Px, then D=f)x DPx (see [4, p. 118] or [3, p. 34]).

When D is noetherian one has, moreover, the following.

Lemma 1. If D is a noetherian domain, then the representation D=

H» {Dp \PX is an associated prime of a principal ideal of D} is locally finite.

Proof. Since D is noetherian, if P is an associated prime of a principal

ideal of D, then P is an associated prime of any nonzero y e P. Thus, non-

zero elements of D are contained in only finitely many of the Pa and the

lemma follows.

Lemma 2. Let D be a noetherian domain, let {Px} be the set of associated

primes of principal ideals of D, and let S be a multiplicative system in D.

Then Ds= f)x {DPa\SnPx= 0 }.

Proof. Each associated prime of a principal ideal in Ds is of the form

PXDS where Px C\S=0. Since for PaC\S=0, DPx=(Ds)PixDs, the result

follows.

We note the following immediate consequence of Lemma 2.

Lemma 3.    Let D<=R be integral domains with D noetherian and 7?<=

D[\jf]for some nonzero fe D. Let {Px} be the set of associated primes of

principal ideals in D and let P¡, • • • ,Pn be the Px which contain f. If s is a

nonzero element of D such that R$ DP. implies s ePt, then R<= D[l/s].

We shall also make use of the following standard lemma.

Lemma 4. Let A be a commutative ring with identity and let R be an A-

algebra. If for each maximal ideal P of A there exists s e A\P such that

R[\/s] = R (x)A A[\¡s] is a finitely generated A[\js]-algebra, then R is a

finitely generated A-algebra.

Proof. Let {Pß} be the set of maximal ideals of A and let sß e A\Pß be

such that R[l/sp] is a finitely generated /Ifl/^J-algebra. Then ({sß})=A,

so there exist s1, • ■ ■ , sne {sß} such that (sl7 • • ■ , s„)=A. If A¿ is a finite
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subset of A such that A[1/í,]=/1[1/jí, NA, then A=AXU- • -UA„ is such

that R=A[N].

Proof of the Theorem. Let P be a maximal ideal of A, let S=A\P,

and let Xy,---,xneRbe such that As[xy, • • • , xJ=As. By Lemma 4,

it will suffice to show for some s e S that R[l/s]=A [l/s, xu • • •, *„]. Let

Z>=^4[x!, • • • , x„]. Then Z)c^ and A is contained in the quotient field of

D. By assumption, A is contained in an affine ring over A, so we have

R^D[iy, • • • , |m]. By taking a residue class ring of D[f,, • • • , fj

modulo a prime ideal lying over (0) in A, we may assume that

F>[èy, • • • , km\ is an integral domain. Applying the normalization lemma

of [4, p. 45], we may reduce modulo a suitable prime ideal to the case

where the |2 are algebraic over D. Finally, writing the £( with denominators

in D and using the fact that A is contained in the quotient field of D, we get

a nonzero/e D such that A<= D[l/f]. (A reduction to this case is also given

by Eakin and Silver [1].) Since A is noetherian, D=A[Xy, • • • , xn] is

noetherian. Let {Px} be the set of associated primes of principal ideals in

D. Note that iîf$Px, then D[\lf]<=DPa, so Ac DPx. LetPx, ■ • ■ ,Pmbethe

Pa which contain/ If A4= DP., then PiHA^P; for R<=As[Xy, ••• ,xn]

and P¿r\A<=P implies As[xy, ■ ■ • , xn]<=DPj. Hence we can choose

seA\P such that R<tDP. implies seP^ By Lemma 3, R<=D[\¡s] =

A [\js, Xy, • • • , xj, which completes the proof of the Theorem.

Remark. It would be interesting to have more general conditions

on A and A in order that A locally affine over A implies that A is finitely

generated over A. In our proof, the fact that A is noetherian was used to

insure that if D is a domain finitely generated over A and if {Px} is the set

of associated primes of principal ideals of D, then the representation

D=[\x DP is locally finite and for any nonzero seD, D[\js]=

Dx {DP \s (¡É Px). Perhaps these properties hold for A in a larger class of

integral domains, thus allowing generalization of the above theorem by

weakening the noetherian hypothesis on A.2 It is not true in general, how-

ever, for integral domains A^R with A locally affine over A and con-

tained in an affine ring over A that necessarily A is finitely generated over A.

The following example illustrates this.

Example. Let A*cr* be integral domains with A* locally affine over

A*, but A* not finitely generated over A* (e.g. we could take the example

of Eakin and Silver mentioned above, A*=Z and R*=Z[{X¡pl)iLy]). Let

A be the quotient field of A * and let M be the maximal ideal of the formal

2 If R is locally a polynomial ring over A, then it is sufficient to have these properties

for D a polynomial ring over A. Thus, for example, as Eakin and Silver show in [1], if A

is a Krull domain, then R locally polynomial over A and contained in an affine ring over

A imply R is affine over A. This result easily generalizes to the case where A has a locally

finite representation, A = (~^\ß A¡. , with the A,,   rank one valuation rings.
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power series ring A[[Y]]. Let A—A*-\-M and R = R* + M. Then M is a

common prime ideal of A and 7? and M compares with any other prime

ideal of A or R (see for example [2, p. 560]). It is now easily verified that

R is locally affine over A and R<=A[\/Y], so 7? is contained in an affine

ring over A. But if 7? were finitely generated over A, then R*=RjM would

be finitely generated over A*=AjM which it is not.
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